Identify clinical trials meeting
their endpoints
Cortellis Clinical Trials Intelligence
When analyzing competitor trials, it’s important to identify which factors may have contributed to meeting their
endpoints and understand the clinical trials design and protocols followed. Which endpoints and biomarkers were
included? What was the patient segmentation? How could future trials be redesigned if needed, to meet endpoints and
save time and money?
This guide explains how Cortellis can help you identify clinical trials meeting their points in just a few clicks.
Example: Find Hepatitis C clinical trials meeting their endpoints and identify endpoints, biomarkers and patient
segmentation included.
•
•

Go to ‘Clinical Trials’ form in Advanced Search and enter the condition of interest, e.g. Hepatitis C virus infection.
Add ‘Phase’ as a new field, select ‘Phase 3 Clinical’, ‘Phase 3a Clinical’ and ‘Phase 3b Clinical’ and click ‘Search’.

•
•

Once in the results page, click ‘Filters’ button in any of the columns to retrieve filter menu.
Scroll down, go to ‘Endpoints Met’ and select ‘Yes’, as shown below.
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•

The search results table displays phase 3 clinical trials studying Hepatitis C meeting their endpoints.

•
•

Visualize the top endpoints and get the big picture by changing the view to ‘Rank by’ (top right icon, as shown below).
Select ‘All Endpoints’ under Y axis menu and click ‘Go’.

Note: Y axis can also display biomarkers, patient segmentation and other fields.
•

View underlying information on trials including a specific endpoint by clicking the relevant bar in the chart. For
example, click ‘Assessment of Sustained Virologic Response (SVR)’ to identify patient stratification, biomarkers and
additional endpoints included in hepatitis C trials.

•

Find out more details by clicking the trial’s title to navigate to clinical trial report and read about trials arms, results,
patient segmentation, biomarkers as well as specific primary and secondary endpoints.
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